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Today would have been Daffodil Sunday and 

there would have been plenty of daffodils on 

show, though it is rather breezy and a little     

on the cold side. 

With most of the major car events cancelled,    

I would like to keep the Torque in publication. 

So I need your help? Does not have to be 

about a car, what are you up to?  Project in 

the garden, tidying the garage, spring       

cleaning the loft or  a bit of  work on the cars. 

A funny story or a joke.  All I need is a couple 

of photographs and a couple of lines and I will 

do the rest.   

Keep well and stay safe. 

Happy Easter too 

Yours Kindly         

Gillian 
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COVID –19 
Dear member.  

It is with sadness that following UK Government guidelines to increase social distancing and to 

avoid large gatherings of people that the chairman has taken the decision to cancel SLMGC 

meetings & events for the next 2months, he will review the situation at the end of May 2020.  

Regarding members who have booked for Donington Historic Festival on 3rd May please read 

the following statement from MSV.  

In the circumstances MotorSport UK, the MCRCB and the ACU have taken the decision to       

suspend all motorsport events until at least the end of April, a decision which will be kept under 

review as the situation progresses.  

In the event a race meeting is postponed, all tickets will be valid for the rescheduled event. If you 

let us know that you can't make the rescheduled date, you will get a refund. If a race meeting is 

cancelled entirely and not rescheduled, you will automatically get a refund. We will review the 

effect on season pass holders throughout the season and ensure that any significant loss of         

entitlement is managed fairly.  

Keep well.  

Keep your distance.  

Wash your hands.           Regards Derek.  

New rules on MOT testing for light vehicles  

The DVSA (they in control of the UK MOT system,      
except Northern Ireland) have just announced that if your 
cars MOT expires from 30th March 2020 that it will      
automatically have the recorded expiry date extended by 
six months and remove the need for owners having to 
have their cars retested, until hopefully after the pandemic 
has passed. This will enable owners to re-tax their cars if 
the renewal date for the tax occurs during this extended 
period. Owners are still required to ensure their cars       
remain roadworthy. Click here for the GOV.UK website 

Owners of cars whose MOT expire up to and including 
29th March do not get the same facility and they will still 
need to get their cars MOT'd if they are to be able to        
legally drive, or tax, their cars. Those in this position will 

have to declare SORN if they can't MOT their car and the tax is due. 

Owners of cars that in this period reach 40 years of age and which haven't been significantly 

changed in the last 30 years can simply do nothing as their cars on reaching that age are          

automatically seen as MOT exempt. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-mots-for-cars-vans-and-motorcycles-due-from-30-march-2020
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‘Lockdown,' the  perfect time to 
get all those little chores done, 
like respraying the MG, 

John and Glen Lee 

8 things to do with your classic car whilst we 
are in lockdown 

Give your car a really good detail. 

You don’t need to be a mechanic or technically experienced, believe me I am far from that but this is  the    
perfect time to give your car that truly awesome detail that it deserves. If you have never detailed your car   
before, there are a number of how to books on how to do so, the bottom line is just need a little elbow grease 
and  passion. 

Beyond the obvious benefit of having a clean sparkling car you will be amazed at how much better you will 
know the condition of your car after detailing it yourself. This can also be a little worrying when you find a 
little paint bubbling or rust breaking through, and you are likely to notice things you had never seen before, 
including needs your car might have or even a wonderful stylistic detail that you had never noticed. 

Well following recent Government advice on mass gatherings and large-scale public events during the             

Coronavirus crisis,  told to stay at home and only essential travel, our chairman's sensible decision to cancel all 

club events for the next 2 months, leaves only one thing to do? Keep yourself  busy in the garage. It is the only 

way to maintain  sanity, avoid divorce or in some cases risk of a new baby boom. Every other email seems to be 

another car event being cancelled and I am so itching to get out in Iris , these last few days have been glorious   

sunshine, and as I write this, tomorrow would have been our annual Daffodil Run. Gutted . 

Therefore I have pulled together some tips on what we can do in the garage, albeit I am not as adventurous as John 

Lee below, I think he may have got a bit carried away!! 

I recently decided to change my fan belt, right, straight forward, took the old one off no problems, went to put 

the new one on and it would not go on? The alternator was as far up as it could go with the old one on. Even 

with it as far down as possible it still wouldn't go on. Is it the wrong size fan belt? Or am I doing something 

wrong? Call the Chairman! Well 3 tea breaks and about 4 hours later, a few bruises and scratches and its on!    

I ended up loosening the alternator off the engine block.  It is a great sense of achievement not giving up, and 

what should be a simple procedure can sometimes end up being a bit of a nightmare. Next stop is my tappets! 
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1- Tyres  

They are one of the least appreciated components of a car, yet tyres affect handling, economy, stopping distance, 

comfort and refinement. You could be fined up to £10,000 (£2,500 per tyre) and receive 12 penalty points on your 

licence for driving with illegal tyres, so check for damage and tread depth regularly and keep them pumped up to 

the correct pressure.  

  

2- Lighting  

Legally, all lights must be operational - that's everything from the 

headlights to indicators, and even the number plate bulb. Check them 

regularly and if you can't see them all, get someone to help you. 

 

3- Engine oil 

Check the dipstick regularly and keep the oil topped up. Also keep an 

eye out for leaks ( Expect it to be the norm with an older model!). Aim 

to change your oil and filter every year and don't ignore any warning signs. Remember, the worst case scenario is 

that the engine will seize up which could end up costs thousands to rebuild or replace. 

 

4-Battery  

Even batteries on modern cars need attention and it's no different for classics. Check the acid and water levels and 

for corrosion around the terminals. If your cherished car is used throughout the winter then be aware that the      

battery will have to cope with higher use of lights and heating, for   

instance.  

 

5-Grease 

Older classics and vintage cars were fitted with grease nipples so that 

fresh grease could be injected regularly to minimise wear between 

moving surfaces. For more information about your car, ask an expert 

or consult your handbook/manual. 

 

6-Hoses  

Tricky, unless you have access to the underside of your car, but it's worth inspecting flexible hoses for signs of 

splitting, bulging, perishing and other external damage. These are essential to the operation of the hydraulic clutch 

and brake systems, for instance. Unfortunately internal problems such as the collapse of the hose walls are not so 

easy to detect.  

 

7-Wipers/washers  

Faulty wiper blades and washers are one of the most common reasons 

for an MOT fail. Even if your classic is MOT exempt, legally you must 

ensure that they are all working correctly and the windscreen is not 

chipped or cracked. 

 

8-Fluid levels 

I have already mentioned oil, battery and screen wash. Don't forget the clutch, brake and transmission fluid        

reservoirs, and you may also need to check your power steering, if fitted. 
 

Michael 
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So we decided to set off to the White Horse just before 9.30 for a 10.00 o clock start. As we sat waiting for the    

other cars to arrive, we could see Graham handing out the route wearing his cap and already soaked coat. No ladies 

to be seen though, sensibly they all stayed warm and snug inside the cars “I’m not getting my hair wet Graham”. 

Fourteen cars took part, three of which were not MG’s (mine included). They all looked in pristine condition, ready 

for the first run of the year, rain literally falling off them due to the amount of polish used by their loving owners. 

We set off and went left out of the car park, then 

left again at the crossroads for 1.9 miles, easy. No. 

How far is 1.9 miles Ann?? Only minutes after 

leaving the pub, we’ve taken a wrong turning and 

just behind us, another car is quickly doing a three 

point turn … sorry Colin and Carol! 

Back on track after a detour we continued in the 

pouring rain with me secretly hoping to make       

a big splash through the ford further on. Suddenly 

we spotted two MG’s in a farm gateway, oh have 

they broken down? No, two chaps clambering 

over the gate for a pee. Well it was a fifty mile run 

ha ha! 

The route took us through some beautiful Leicestershire countryside and some quaint villages as well as some very 

muddy farm tracks, to eventually end up at Sutton Cheney Wharf for a delicious lunch.  

On returning to the car park after lunch, the cars all looked in a very sorry state. Splattered with mud, in places 

where no mud has been before. 

All in all, in spite of the weather we had a brilliant day and lots of laughs! 

Big thanks to Graham and Nicky and also to Derek and Val for organising the lunch. 

       

            Graham and Ann Poole 

On checking the weather forecast on      

Saturday evening, it promised cloud and 

hazy sunshine for Sunday morning with no 

rain until the afternoon … Wrong!! It 

chucked it down all night and carried on 

throughout the morning. 

March Hare Run 15th March 2020 
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Sutton Wharf is just on south of the village of 

Sutton Cheney, the village famous for Saint 

James church where Richard 3rd is said to have 

prayed before the Battle of Bosworth. If you 

head out of the village down Wharf Lane, you’ll 

find us in the Canal and River Trust car park.  

The battlefield visitor centre is only a 30-minute 

stroll away through Ambion wood, and Shenton 

Station with steam trains and vintage diesels is 

just a little further. From either of these locations 

you can enjoy a return walk back along the canal 

towing path making it a very pleasant round trip 
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Daffodil Run 

For a change we decided not to buy expensive Christmas presents but to have a weekend 

away.  Lyndhurst and the Crown Manor Hotel have always been special as it was used for 

a club holiday arranged by Angela and Kevan and it was memorable from the company to 

the days out and me drinking G & T at 3 in the afternoon!! With that in mind we booked 

and excited at the prospect of a few days away.  

 Well that was before COVID-19 arrived and the country started to slow down. So on    

Friday 13th March we left Lutterworth on a sunny spring afternoon, the roads were quiet 

for a Friday which was unusual and we arrived well in time for the cocktail hour.  We 

were surprised how busy the hotel was and they didn’t let us down from the clean       

comfortable bedroom, attentive staff and a superb dinner 

We slept well and were eager to pack as much as we could in the day so we had an early 
breakfast and yes Mr Dorman I did have a full English!  Our first stop was Buckler’s 
Hard, having only visited once, we wanted to return.  It was a bit strange as we were the 
first through the gates and were the only two.  The Maritime Museum was a must and 
Shipwreck Cottage. Michael  being Michael sat at the bar in The New Inn having a chat 
with the landlord! The sun was shining and the boats were bobbing with the ripple of the 
Beaulieu River and it felt peaceful.   
 
Our next stop was Lymington and the cobbled street to the harbour.  Here there was an 
amazing market from gaffer tape (a roll purchased, always handy) to fruit and veg and 
every other stall imaginable. The town was busy and the shops were small and quaint,  
another scarf purchased for Michael and I had the gaffer tap! After a stroll up and down 
we walked to the harbour where the seagulls were singing and we watched the Isle of 
Wight ferry leave port.  The smell of fish and chips lured us to buy for lunch and we sat 
watching the world go by.  A drive back through the New Forest ended our day out.   
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.   
Sunday after another hearty breakfast we said goodbye to Lyndhurst and 
the Crown Manor and headed for the Beaulieu and the National Motor 
Museum. 
 
 Again it was quiet and we strolled around with ease, chitty chitty bang 
bang stood proud, an MG BTC in grey was eye catching and Jack 
Truckers Garage and workshop were an outstanding exhibit.   

Fond memorises came flooding back of my Dad’s Lambereta and as 
children meeting him at the garden gate and sitting on as he wheeled it 
into the back garden after work.  
World of Top Gear bought the series to life. We walked to the Palace 
House and gardens past the newly opened little Beaulieu for youngsters.  

Inside the Palace a log fire was burning in 
the dining room where the housekeeper 
was putting on a new log.   
 
Into the kitchen and the cook Dina was 
busy making chicken stock and was  
preparing to sugar glaze primrose flowers 
for the Easter Simnel cake, it felt like     
going back in time.  
The gardens were a blaze with  daffodils 
and we headed back to the car and our    
final visit to Beaulieu village.  There is     
a classic car garage that we have to look at 
though in these changing times now sells 
modern cars too.   
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There were only two MG’s, an A same year as “Iris” in cream and a blue Midget. A couple of jaguars and      
a nice looking Morgan which I had to drag Michael away from by mentioning food, it always does the trick!   
 

 

Monty’s Inn for lunch which when we arrived was packed.  We found a seat and ordered but were told it 

could take a while.  The table on our right left with young children and with our backs to the rest of the pub 

our food arrived a hearty bowl of soup and crusty bread.  Michael changed seat and to his amazement we were 

the only souls in the pub, was it something we said.  A safe journey home again the roads were quiet and we 

agreed it was another memorable trip to the New Forest.  

Gillian 
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1. Where in the world would you expect to find a car with the vehicle registration code ‘V’? 

2. In which children’s book did a spider called Charlotte and a pig called Wilbur appear? 

3. Which Mexican artist produced works entitled ‘The Broken Column’ and ‘Diego and I’? 

4. How many sides has a heptadecagon? 

5. What was the name of the character played by John Travolta in the film ‘Pulp Fiction’? 

6. Which was the first James Bond film to feature Roger Moore in the title role? 

7. ‘Suncrisp’, ‘Golden Russet’ and ‘Braeburn’ are all varieties of which fruit? 

8. In which country would you find the coastal resort of Lara Beach? 

9. In which century was the first ‘Grand National’ horse race? 

10. The letters of the word ‘allergy’ can be rearranged to form three other seven-letter words. Can you find all 

three of them? 

11.Who played the title character in the BBC series ‘Jonathan Creek’? 

12. Who succeeded Henry II as King of England? 

13. John Gosden and Mark Johnston are prominent names in which sport? 

14. The logo for which popular app consists of a white telephone in a white speech bubble on a green back-

ground? 

15. What was Baroness Thatcher’s middle name? 

 

Points means Prizes—Send you answer to the Editor for a chance to win a prize. 
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ALL CAR EVENTS CANCELLED  

2020 C
ANCELLED 

Coventry Transport Museum 

Due to COVID-19 and the museum's     
closure.  The first Breakfast Club event on 
18th April has been   cancelled.  Currently 
the other dates are still planned to go 
ahead, however we will continue to      
monitor the situation and provide an      
update if necessary. 

Following updates from the Government 
and guidelines from Public Health England 
in relation to Coronavirus (Covid-19), 
Coventry Transport Museum will be    
temporarily closed to the public from 
5.00pm on Wednesday 18 March 2020. 

 

Kind Regards, 

Nicola Norman 

Conferencing and Events Manager 

Culture Coventry & CVLife 

2020 CANCELLED WE ARE TEMPORARILY CLOSED TO THE 
PUBLIC. SHOWROOM VISITS BY                  

APPOINTMENT ONLY.  

COFFEE MORNINGS SUSPENDED 
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Committee  Member 

Michael Ricketts 

01455 553868 

South Leicester Monthly Meetings 

Membership open to all, so why not come along 

and meet like-minded people and enjoy the 

magic of the marque. 

 We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at 

the White Horse Inn, Station Road,  Broughton 

Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is 

£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For   further    

details contact the Secretary. 

Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members   

forum 8.30pm. 

North Leicester Monthly Meetings 

The North Leicester MG Club meets at                

The   Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,         

between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton 

Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the 

month. 

 

Contact Chris Tideswell 

Tel: 01509 829478 

 

  Web Editor: Angela Varley 

Email: amb731@hotmail.co.uk 

Web Site: www.mgleicester.org 

TORQUE Editor: Gillian Ricketts 

9 Juniper Close, Lutterworth, Leicestershire,  

LE17 4US.         

Tel: 01455 553868                        

 Email: mgricketts@btinternet.com 

Membership Secretary 

Colin Kingsbeer 

01455 273161 

Treasurer 

John Carr 

01455 209340 

Events  Co-ordinator 

Bob Driver 

0116 3481587                                               

robert.driver@sky.com 

 Events  Co-ordinator 

Derek Everitt  

07831390270  
derek.everitt@me.com 

Editor and Committee 

Member                  

Gillian Ricketts 

01455 553868 

Chairman 

Graham Dorman 

01455 289383 

CLUB INFORMATION 

Secretary 

Bev Wright 

01455 845894 
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Deadline for next Torque is 24th April 2020 

Send your articles to Gillian -  mgricketts@btinternet.com 

Events 2020 


